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This first book on the sacred geometry of these two ancient and mystical sites, the Great Pyramid and Stonehenge, is a fascinating study of
the geometry and inner mathematics encompassed by and encoded in these structures. Gaunt concludes that the numbers encoded into
these ancient structures are modern man's tangible link with antiquity, and that together, Stonehenge and the Great Pyramid may be a
window through which the secrets of the universe and the origins of creation can be glimpsed.
Explored here is how gravity, electricity, and magnetism manifest from a unified field around us; why artificial gravity is possible; secrets of
UFO propulsion; free energy; Nikola Tesla and anti gravity airships of the 20s and 30s; flying saucers as superconducting whirls of plasma;
anti-mass generators; vortex propulsion; government cover-ups; gravitational pulse drive; spacecraft; and more.
Hundreds of environmental and weather modifying technologies have been patented in the United States alone, and hundreds more are
being developed in civilian, academic, military and quasi-military laboratories around the world at this moment. This book lays bare the grim
facts of who is doing it and why.
Details the technology of mind control, discusses early C.I.A. experiments, and explores related topics including cults, conspiracies, UFOs,
and alien abductions
In 1976, Scottish engineer Stan Hall organised a landmark expedition to the caves of the Tayos Indians in Ecuador, involving a dozen
institutions, joint Special Forces, and astronaut professor Neil Armstrong as Honorary President and participant. Hall was driven by curiosity
about Erich von Daniken's report of a Metal Library allegedly found in the caves by investigator Juan Moricz in the mid-1960s (published in
von Daniken's 1972 blockbuster Gold of the Gods). This idea was considered unorthodox in the absence of any ancient written script in South
America. In Hall's odyssey into the heart of global enigmas he researches: the origins of mankind; Atlantis; Ptolemy's lost city of Cattigara;
and, the sudden rise and fall of wonder civilisations. This journey ended with his identification of Atlantis and Cattigara, and the entrance to
the Metal Library along the Pastaza River in Ecuador. Imagination, action and danger combine explosively in the story of this spectacular
British-Ecuadorian expedition to the Tayos Caves of Ecuador.
Long trackways, stone rows, circles, standing stones, and huge earthworks may be found all over Britain, monuments dating back well over
4000 years. The authors have made a remarkable breakthrough in understanding the system by which prehistoric monuments were designed
and placed.
Pre-historic Native American legends tell of white men with beards landing on the shores of the New World, bringing knowledge of science,
engineering, and laws, and more. This work introduces readers to the mysterious heritage of South and Central American civilisation.
The reprint of Count Byron de Prorok's classic archaeology/adventure book first published in 1936 by E P Dutton and Co. in New York. In this
exciting and well illustrated book, de Prorok takes us into the deep Sahara of forbidden Algeria to the Queen of the Tuaregs and many
prehistoric ruins. Then he on to the Siwa Oasis in Egypt and then to Ethiopia. De Prorok continues on to Mexico and the remote jungles of
Chiapas to discover a lost Mayan tribe and a lost city and a search for King Solomon's mines in Ethiopia Great reading, history and
adventure! Includes: Tin Hinan, Legendary Queen of the Tuaregs; The mysterious A'Haggar Range of southern Algeria, Jupiter, Ammon and
Tripolitania; The 'Talking Dune'; The Land of the Garamantes; Mexico and the Poison Trail; Seeking Atlantis Shadowed by the 'Little People'
Ancient Pyramids of the Usamasinta and Piedras Negras in Guatemala; In Search of King Solomon's Mines and the Land of Ophir; Ancient
Emerald Mines of Ethiopia. Also includes 24 pages of special illustrations of the famous Search For the Tassili Frescoes by Henri Lhote
(1959). A visual treat Of a remote area of the world that is even today forbidden to outsider

"Nikola Tesla on free energy & wireless transmission of power"--Cover.
This exploration shows how natural forces affect our behavior, how they can be used to enhance our health and well being, and
ultimately, how they bring us closer to penetrating one of the deepest mysteries being explored.
"Could Mary Magdalene have been jesus' wife and the one who enlightened him?" -- back cover.
Veteran conspiracy author Len Bracken's collection of witty essays and articles takes readers down the dark corridors of
conspiracy, politics, murder and mayhem. A fascinating maze of interwoven tales, it includes juicy morsels for conspiracy theorists,
including the Russian conspiracy and an interview with Costa Rican novelist Joaquin Gutierrez. A pop-conspiracy classic, it even
includes a psychogeographic map of the third millennium.
"Search for lost Mayan cities and books of gold, discover an ancient canal system in Arizona, climb gigantic pyramids in the
Midwest, explore megalithic monuments in New England, and join the astonishing quest for the lost cities throughout North [and
Central] America"--Amazon.com.
The Acambaro collection comprises hundreds of clay figurines that are apparently thousands of years old; however, they depict
such bizarre animals and scenes that most archaeologists dismiss them as an elaborate hoax. The collection shows humans
interacting with dinosaurs and various other 'monsters' such as horned men. Both Hapgood and Earl Stanley Gardner were
convinced that the figurines from Acambaro were authentic ancient artifacts that indicated that men and dinosaurs had cohabited
together in the recent past, and that dinosaurs had not become extinct many millions of years ago as commonly thought. David
Hatcher Childress writes a lengthy introduction concerning Acambaro, the latest testing, and other evidence of 'living' dinosaurs.
Long out-of-print, Cramp's 1966 classic book on flying saucer propulsion and suppressed technology is available again. Cramp
wrote Space, Gravity and the Flying Saucer in 1954 and was Vice-President of the British UFO Research Association (BUFORA).
This is a highly technical look at the UFO phenomenon by a trained scientist. Cramp first introduces the idea of anti-gravity and
introduces us to the various theories of gravitation. He then examines the technology necessary to build a flying saucer and
examines in great detail the technical aspects of such a craft. Cramp's book is a wealth of material and diagrams on flying saucers,
anti-gravity, suppressed technology, G-fields and UFOs.
Return of the Serpents of Wisdom and Conversations With the Goddess author Pinkham tells us the Truth Behind the Christ Myth
and presents radically new information regarding Jesus Christ and his ancient legend, includes: The legend of Jesus Christ is
based on a much earlier Son of God myth from India, the legend of Murrugan, the Peacock Angel; The symbol of the Catholic
Church is Murrugan's symbol, the peacock, a bird native to south-east Asia; Murrugan evolved into the Persian Mithras, and
Mithras evolved into Jesus Christ Saint Paul came from Tarsus, the centre of Mithras worship in Asia Minor. He amalgamated the
legend of the Persian Son of God onto Jesus' life story; The Three Wise Men were Magi priests from Persia who believed that
Jesus was an incarnation of Mithras; While in India, Saint Thomas became a peacock before he died and merged with Murrugan,
the Peacock Angel; The Emperor Constantine, the first 'Christian' Emperor of the Roman Empire, was a lifelong devotee of
Mithras. He was baptised Christian on his deathbed; The myth of the One and Only Son of God originated with Murrugan and
Mithras.
"Was there a advanced prehistoric civilization in ancient Egypt? Who were the people who built the great pyramids and carved the
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Great Sphinx? Did the pyramids serve as energy devices and not as tombs for kings? Independent Egyptologist Stephen S.
Mehler has spent over 30 years researching the answers to these questions and believes the answers are "Yes!" An indigenous
oral tradition still exists in Egypt, and Mehler has been able to uncover and study it with the help of a living master of this tradition,
Abd1El Hakim Awyan. He has also been given permission to share these teachings—presented heretofore in fragments by other
researchers—to the Western World, teachings that unfold a whole new understanding of ancient Egypt"--Publisher's description.
"Arktos is the first book ever written on the archetype of the Poles: celestial and terrestrial, North and South. It is a hair-raising
voyage through cosmology, occultism and conspiracy theory leads to startling revelations about the secrets of the Poles. The
author investigates legends of a Golden Age, which some claim ended in a prehistoric catastrophe, a shift in the earth's axis. This
is examined in the light of the latest geological theories, as are predictions of a coming pole-shift. The perennial fascination of
these ideas is shown to be part of a "polar tradition" of hidden wisdom. There are many recorded tales of an ancient race said to
have lived in the Arctic regions, which later spread through the Northern Hemisphere. This supposedly "Aryan Race" entered the
pantheon of Nazi Germany, with dreadful consequences. The author examines the origins of modern neo-Nazi ideology, its "polar"
inspiration, and its links with other arcana, including the survival of Hitler, German bases in Antarctica, UFOS, the Hollow Earth,
and the hidden kingdoms of Agartha and Shambhala. However, "Arktos" differs from most writings on these subjects in its
responsible and scholarly treatment, and its extensive use of foreign-language sources."--Provided by publisher.
This book is a groundbreaking contribution to the study of the UFO enigma, originally published over 30 years ago. In this book,
Sanderson, a renowned zoologist with a keen interest in the paranormal, puts forward the curious theory that âeoeOINTS"-Other
Intelligences-live under the Earthâe(tm)s oceans. This underwater, parallel, civilization may be twice as old as Homo sapiens, he
proposes, and may have âeoedeveloped what we call space flight." Sanderson postulates that the OINTS are behind many UFO
sightings as well as the mysterious disappearances of aircraft and ships in the Bermuda Triangle. What better place to have an
impenetrable base than deep within the oceans of the planet? Yet, if UFOs, or at least some of them, are coming from beneath our
oceans or lakes, does it necessarily mean that there is another civilization besides our own that is responsible? In fact, could it be
that since WWII a number of underwater UFO bases have been constructed by the very human governments of our planet?
Whatever their source, Sanderson offers here an exhaustive study of USOs (Unidentified Submarine Objects) observed in nearly
every part of the world. He presents many well-documented and exciting case studies of these unusual sightings; more.
According to ancient records, the patriarchs and founders of the early civilizations in Egypt, India, China, Peru, Mesopotamia,
Britain, and the Americas were colonized by the Serpents of Wisdom-spiritual masters associated with the serpent-who arrived in
these lands after abandoning their beloved homelands and crossing great seas. While bearing names denoting snake or dragon
(such as Naga, Lung, Djedhi, Amaru, Quetzalcoatl, Adder, etc.), these Serpents of Wisdom oversaw the construction of
magnificent civilizations within which they and their descendants served as the priest kings and as the enlightened heads of
mystery school traditions. The Return of the Serpents of Wisdom recounts the history of these “Serpents”-where they came from,
why they came, the secret wisdom they disseminated, and why they are returning now.
Electrical Engineer Moray B. King expands, with diagrams, on how free energy and anti-gravity are possible. The theories of zero
point energy maintain there are tremendous fluctuations of electrical field energy embedded within the fabric of space. King
explains the following topics: Tapping the Zero-Point Energy as an Energy Source; Fundamentals of a Zero-Point Energy
Technology; Vacuum Energy Vortices; The Super Tube; Charge Clusters: The Basis of Zero-Point Energy Inventions; Vortex
Filaments, Torsion Fields and the Zero-Point Energy; Transforming the Planet with a Zero-Point Energy Experiment; Dual Vortex
Forms: The Key to a Large Zero-Point Energy Coherence. Packed with diagrams, patents and photos. With power shortages now
a daily reality in many parts of the world, this book offers a fresh approach very rarely mentioned in the mainstream media.
Takes us into the bizarre and often humorous lives of such people as Lady Blount, who was sure that the earth is flat, Cyrus Teed,
who believed that the earth is a hollow shell with us in the inside; Edward Hine, who believed that the British are the lost Tribes of
Israel; and Baron de Guldenstubbe, who was sure that statues wrote him letters. British writer and housewife Nesta Webster
devoted her life to exposing international conspiracies, and Father O'Callaghan devoted his to opposing interest on loans. The
extraordinary characters in this book were and in some cases still are wholehearted enthusiasts for the various causes and
outrageous notions they adopted, and John Michell describes their adventures with spirit and compassion.
British aerospace engineer Cramp began much of his scientific anti-gravity and UFO propulsion analysis back in 1955 with his
landmark book Space, Gravity and the Flying Saucer (out-of-print and rare). His next books UFOs and Anti-Gravity: Piece for a JigSaw and The Cosmic Matrix: Piece for a Jig-Saw Part 2 began Cramp's in-depth look into gravity control, free-energy, and the
interlocking web of energy that pervades the universe. In this final book, Cramp brings to a close his detailed and controversial
study of UFOs and Anti-Gravity with what he calls the Advanced Time Factor, or the AT Factor. This fascinating collection of some
of the UFO related works is presented here in an autobiographical format in response to popular enquiry. In this work the author
points out that any preview of future events can logically be regarded as a form of time travel and this may occur in a vast cosmic
matrix system in which all things have their shared existence. Drawing on his own experience, the author discovered that the
elapsed time between preview of an event to its manifestation can also be variable and for co-ordination and tabulating purposes
he has designated this as an advanced time fa
This book is Childress' thorough examination of the early hollow earth stories of Richard Shaver, and the fascination that fringe
fantasy subjects such as lost continents, UFOs, and the hollow earth have had on people. Shaver's rare 1948 book, I Remember
Lemuria is reprinted in its entirety, and the book is packed with illustrations from Ray Palmer's Amazing Stories issues of the
1940s. Childress discusses famous hollow earth books and delves deep into whatever reality may be behind the stories of tunnels
underground.
In the year 2012 the Earth awaits a super catastrophe: its magnetic field will turn over in one go. Phenomenal earthquakes and tidal waves
will completely destroy our civilisation. Europe and North America will shift thousands of kilometres northwards into polar climate. Nearly the
whole earth's population will perish in the apocalyptic happenings. These dire predictions stem from Mayans and Egyptians -- descendants of
the legendary Atlantis. The Atlanteans had highly evolved astronomical knowledge and were able to exactly calculate the previous world-wide
flood in 9792 BC. They built tens of thousands of mandjits and escaped to South America and Egypt. In the year 2012 Venus, Orion and
several other stars will take the same 'code positions' as in 9792 BC, the year of the previous cataclysm! For thousands of years historical
sources have told of a forgotten time capsule of ancient wisdom located in a mythical labyrinth of secret chambers filled with artefacts and
documents from the previous flood -- this book gives one possible location.
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Explores some of the world's oldest and most remote countries in search of lost cities and ancient mysteries.
"Here stands the New Man. His conception of reality is a dance of electronic images fired into his forebrain, a gossamer construction of his
masters, designed so that he will not--under any circumstances--perceive the actual. This New Man's happiness is delivered to him through a
tube or an electronic connection. His God lurks behind an electronic curtain; when the curtain is pulled away we find the CIA sorcerer, the
media manipulator. Jeff Keith is one of the foremost writers and researchers on political conspiracy in the world today"-- Publisher
description.
Occasionally reissued with the same ISBN but with slightly differing bibliographical details.
In 1970 a photocopied manuscript began circulating among conspiracy researchers entitled 'Nomenclature of an Assassination Cabal' by
William Torbitt (a pseudonym). The Torbitt Document was a damning expose of J Edgar Hoover, Lyndon Johnson, John Connally and
Werner von Braun, among many others, for their role in the assassination of President John F Kennedy. This first published edition of the
Torbitt Document emphasizes what the manuscript says about the link between Operation Paperclip Nazi scientists working for NASA, the
Defence Industrial Security Command (DISC), the assassination of JFK, and the secret Nevada air base known as Area 51. The Torbitt
Document illuminates the darker side of NASA, the Military Industrial Complex, and the connections to Mercury, Nevada, and the Area 51
complex which headquarters the 'secret space programme'.
A large-format compilation of various patents, papers, descriptions and diagrams concerning free-energy devices and systems. The FreeEnergy Device Handbook is a visual tool for experimenters and researchers into magnetic motors and other over-unity devices. With chapters
on the Adams Motor, the Hans Coler Generator, cold fusion, superconductors, N machines, space-energy generators, Nikola Tesla, T.
Townsend Brown, and the latest in free-energy devices. Packed with photos, technical diagrams, patents and fascinating information, this
book belongs on every science shelf. With energy and profit being a major political reason for fighting various wars, free-energy devices, if
ever allowed to be mass distributed to consumers, could change the world! Get your copy now before the Department of Energy bans this
book!
Underground author George Piccard on the politics of LSD, mind control, and Kennedy's involvement with Area 51 and UFOs. Reveals JFK's
LSD experiences with Mary Pinchot-Meyer. The plot thickens with an ever expanding web of CIA involvement, from underground bases with
UFOs seen by JFK and Marilyn Monroe (among others) to a vaster conspiracy that affects every government agency from NASA to the
Justice Department. This may have been the reason that Marilyn Monroe and actress/columnist Dorothy Killgallen were both murdered.
Focussing on the bizarre side of history, Liquid Conspiracy takes the reader on a psychedelic tour de force.
While the government wants you to think that aliens are buzzing military bases, this book presents the overwhelming evidence that most
"nuts and bolts" UFOs are made on earth and piloted by earthlings. This important book reveals the secret technologies German scientists
captured at the end of World War II were working on, and takes us right up to today's state-of-the-art flying machines.
The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors has been out of print but sought after for many years. A small part of it was reprinted in The Book Your
Church Doesn't Want You to Read in 1994. Many people are unaware that before Christianity there were 15 other religions that also had a
savior who died for their sins, then arose from the dead.
Vimana Aircraft of Ancient India & AtlantisAdventures Unlimited Press
This text presents evidence for a new theory that the great stone spheres of Costa Rica and sighting stones throughout the Pacific were used
to teach sea routes and constellation paths to navigators of the ancient world. It reveals substantial links between Meso-America and Egypt
and the Middle East.
Presents the compelling argument for Tesla's most ambitious project, the wireless transmission of power. A possible solution to the world
power crisis.
Childress takes us around the world and back in his trippy finale to the Lost Cities series. He is off on an adventure in search of the
apocalypse and end times. He has flipped out, and more. Childress hits the road from the fortress of Megiddo, the legendary fortress in
northern Israel where Armageddon is prophesised to start. Hitchhiking around the world, Childress takes us from one adventure to another, to
ancient cities in the deserts and the legends of worlds before our own. Childress muses on the rising and falling of civilisations and the forces
that have shaped mankind over the millennia, including wars, invasions and cataclysms. He discusses the ancient wars of the past, including
evidence for ancient atomic wars, and relates the dim past with the present and dim future. With humour, philosophical insight, and wonder at
the amazing world around us, Childress shows us the many traces of advanced civilisation in the past, and how we should look at them
differently than modern scientists currently do.
Did the ancients have the technology of flight? In this incredible volume on ancient India, authentic Indian texts such as the Ramayana and
the Mahabharata, are used to prove that ancient aircraft were in use more than four thousand years ago. Included in this book is the entire
Fourth Century BC manuscript Vimaanika Shastra by the ancient author Maharishi Bharadwaaja, translated into English by the Mysore
Sanskrit professor G.R. Josyer. Also included are chapters on Atlantean technology, the incredible Rama Empire of India and the devastating
wars that destroyed it. Also an entire chapter on mercury vortex propulsion and mercury gyros, the power source described in the ancient
Indian texts. Not to be missed by those interested in ancient civilizations or the UFO enigma. Tons of illustrations!
This fascinating book, first published in 1834 as The Round Towers of Ireland or the Mysteries of Freemasonry, of Sabaism, and of Budhism,
was an instant sensation at the time, and was one of the first modern studies of Atlantis, Round Towers, pre-Christian Megalithic Architecture
and Secret Societies. In addition to being a sourcebook on Atlantis Research, Druidic Culture and origins of modern Celtic Christianity, the
book is a treasure trove of ancient esoteric lore and arcane knowledge of the past. Includes: The History of the Tuatha-de-Danaans; The
Round Towers and Megalithic Crosses of Ireland are pre-Christian; Ireland's strange connections with ancient India, Persia and China;
Ancient Secret Societies and Ireland; Ancient Egyptians and Ireland; Pre-Christian Messiahs, Mithraism, and Ireland; The Connections
Between Atlantis and Ireland.
This book presents the alarming evidence that nation-states actively engage in terror, and also passively allow terror to be visited upon their
citizens. It is not just liberation movements and radical groups that deploy terrorist tactics for offensive ends. States use terror defensively to
directly intimidate their citizens, and to indirectly attack themselves or harm their citizens under a false flag. Their motivation? To provide
pretexts for otherwise unwanted wars, or to gain increased police powers. Statesmen have executed indirect terrorism in various ways, but
most plots tend to involve the pretence of blind eyes, misdirection, and cover-ups that give the statesmen plausible deniability. The shrinking
of the 'Lusitania', the bombing of Pearl Harbour, the October Surprise, the first World Trade Center bombing, the Oklahoma City bombing and
other well-known incidents suggest that terrorism is often successfully used by states to take the offensive against enemies at home and
abroad. Was 9--11 such an indirect defensive attack?Len Bracken traces the clues circumstantially connecting a multi-armed hydra of oil
interests, the CIA, FBI diplomats and statesmen to the September 11 attacks and examines whether they were engineered or allowed as a
pretext for the war in Afghanistan. The subsequent anthrax attack targeting Democratic senators is considered in light of the controversial
USA Patriot Acts rights-encroaching measures and the act's easy passage under conditions of terror. A shadow government appears to have
covered the land like black ice.
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